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Precise systems for mutable state

This work assumes the following two basic ingredients:
• a programming language in the style of ML, with first-class,

higher-order functions and references;
• a type system, or a program logic, that keeps track of

ownership and disjointness information about the mutable regions
of memory.
Examples include Alias Types [Smith et al., 2000] and Separation
Logic [Reynolds, 2002].
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Strengths

Keeping precise track of mutable data structures:
• allows their type (and properties) to evolve over time;
• enables safe memory de-allocation;
• helps prove properties of programs.
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A weakness

Unfortunately, in these systems, any code that reads or writes a
piece of mutable state must publish that fact in its interface.
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A programming idiom: hidden, persistent state

It is common software engineering practice to design “objects” (or
“modules”, “components”, “functions”) that:
• rely on a piece of mutable internal state,
• which persists across invocations,
• yet publish an (informal) specification that does not reveal the

very existence of such a state.
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Example: the memory manager

For instance [O’Hearn et al., 2004], a memory manager might
maintain a linked list of freed memory blocks.
Yet, clients need not, and wish not, know anything about it.
It is sound for them to believe that the memory manager’s methods
have no side effect, other than the obvious effect of providing them
with, or depriving them from, ownership of a unique memory block.
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A distinct idiom: abstraction

Hiding must not be confused with abstraction, a different idiom,
whereby:
• one acknowledges the existence of a mutable state,
• whose type (and properties) are accessible to clients only under

an abstract name.
Abstraction has received recent attention: see, e.g., Parkinson and
Bierman [2005, 2008] or Nanevski et al. [2007].
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The memory manager, with abstract state

If the memory manager publishes an abstract invariant I, then every
direct or indirect client must declare that it requires and preserves I.
Furthermore, all clients must cooperate and exchange the token I
between them.
Exposing the existence of the memory manager’s internal state leads
to a loss of modularity.
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The host type system

A region- and capability-based type system
[Charguéraud and Pottier, 2008] forms my starting point.
To this system, I will add a single typing rule, which enables hiding.
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Regions

A singleton region σ is a static name for a value.
The singleton type [σ] is the type of the value that inhabits σ.
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Capabilities

A singleton capability {σ : θ} is a static token that serves two roles.
First, it carries a memory type θ, which describes the structure and
extent of the memory area to which the value σ gives access.
Second, it represents ownership of this area.
For instance, {σ : ref int} asserts that the value σ is the address
of an integer reference cell, and asserts ownership of this cell.
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Typing rules for references

References are tracked: allocation produces a singleton capability,
which is later required for read or write access.
ref : τ → ∃σ.([σ] ∗ {σ : ref τ})
get : [σ] ∗ {σ : ref τ} → [σ] ∗ {σ : ref τ}
set : ([σ] × τ2 ) ∗ {σ : ref τ1 } → unit ∗ {σ : ref τ2 }
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The first-order frame rule

The first-order frame rule states that, if a term behaves correctly in
a certain store, then it also behaves correctly in a larger store.
It can take the form of a subtyping axiom:
χ1 → χ2
(actual type of Term)

≤

(χ1 ∗ C) → (χ2 ∗ C)
(type assumed by Context)

This makes a capability unknown to the term, while it is known to its
context. We need the opposite!
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The higher-order frame rule

Building on work by O’Hearn et al. [2004], Birkedal et al. [2006]
define a higher-order frame rule:
χ
(actual type of Term)

≤

χ⊗C
(type assumed by Context)

The operator · ⊗ C makes C a pre- and post-condition of every arrow:
(χ1 → χ2 ) ⊗ C = ((χ1 ⊗ C) ∗ C) → ((χ2 ⊗ C) ∗ C)
It commutes with products, sums, refs, and vanishes at base types.
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The higher-order frame rule

The higher-order frame rule allows deriving the following law:
¬¬((χ ⊗ C) ∗ C)
(actual type of Term)

≤

¬¬χ
(type assumed by Context)

where ¬¬χ is defined as ∀α.(χ → α) → α.
This enables a limited form of hiding, with closed scope.
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A naı̈ve higher-order anti-frame rule

To enable open-scope hiding, it seems natural to drop the double
negation:
(χ ⊗ C) ∗ C
(actual type of Term)

≤

χ

(unsound)

(type assumed by Context)

The intuitive idea is,
• Term must guarantee C when abandoning control to Context;
• (thus, C holds whenever Context has control;)
• Term may assume C when receiving control from Context.
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A sound higher-order anti-frame rule

The previous rule does not account for interactions between Term
and Context via functions found in the environment or in the store.
A sound rule is:
Anti-frame

Γ⊗C

t : (χ ⊗ C) ∗ C
Γ

t:χ

Type soundness is proved via subject reduction and progress.
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Tracked versus untracked references

In this type system, references are tracked: access requires a
capability. This is heavy, but permits de-allocation and type-varying
updates.
In ML, references are untracked: no capabilities are required. This is
lightweight, but a reference must remain allocated, and its type
must remain fixed, forever.
It seems pragmatically desirable for a programming language to offer
both flavors.
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An encoding of untracked integer references

def type uref =
(unit → int) × (int → unit)
let mkuref : int → uref =
λ(v : int).
let σ, (r : [σ]) = ref v in
hide R = { σ: ref int } outside of
let uget : (unit ∗ R) → (int ∗ R) =
λ(). get r
and uset : (int ∗ R) → (unit ∗ R) =
λ(v : int). set (r, v)
in (uget, uset)

– a non-linear type!

– got { σ: ref int }

– this pair has type uref ⊗ R
– to the outside, uref
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Conclusion

In summary, a couple of key ideas are:
• a practical rule for hiding state must have open scope;
• it is safe for a piece of state to be hidden, as long as its

invariant holds at every interaction between Term and Context.
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